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DEAR FRIENDS AND FAMILY,
Thank you for your partnership, commitment, and support. Thank you for making victories
possible and for building the strength to take the next steps forward.
In 2017 we fortified our organization and focused on building the capacity of leaders through a
refresh of our programs.
We joined with our powerful coalitions to defend our communities from deportations and state
violence. This is what we mean when we say, “We are building 21st Century Sanctuary Cities.”
We are building grassroots power and leadership to respond to the twin crises of
affordability and of “crimmigration” — the intersection of immigration and criminalization.
We won grassroots victories against racialized displacement by fighting one of the most
common forms of displacing tenants - Owner Move-In evictions.
At our 7th anniversary I was inspired by the over 500 supporters, friends, and family united
in the vision of Human Development. We were reminded in this moment, this is why we
do this work, this is the future we fight for — now and for future generations.
Causa Justa :: Just Cause offers a vision for that future - a vision of a world where the needs &
dreams of our people are what shape society, where nurturing and achieving the full humanity
and full potential of all are the elements that drive us — a vision of true human development.
The movement needed for this transformation will take all of us. Together we will devote
people power to dismantle capitalism and white supremacy. We will grow our selfdetermination, solidarity and racial justice in their place.
Together, we will create an economy based on feminism and solidarity, and develop structures for
grassroots democracy, where all of us shape the decisions that impact our communities and lives.
Together, we will transform our social relations from alienation to interdependence and
unshackle ourselves through our movement to allow each and all of us to fulfill the new
dreams. We will learn to dream with one another.
We can choose the alternative, and we can build it. The future does not belong to the 1%, it
does not belong to right-wing racists and misogynists. The future belongs to the majority — to
us. The future is ours! Together, we can take advantage of this moment, take the reins of our
future and build the unstoppable movement that will help all of us live up to our full potential.
In gratitude,
Vanessa Moses
Executive Director

“Racial justice means that your ZIP code
does not determine your mortality. It
means that your skin color does not
determine whether or not an encounter
with the police is life or death. It does not
determine the likelihood of your family
getting dispersed throughout the region.
I think racial justice is only achievable
in tandem with economic justice and
gender justice.“

COMMUNITY RIGHTS, COMMUNITY FUTURES, COMMUNITY CONTROL
Our vision of a new future is a world where everyone can thrive and develop to their fullest potential. We can reverse
racialized displacement through strengthening community power and democracy. CJJC promoted our three-step strategic
solutions framework to achieve Human Development in 2017:
We introduced our Community Rights, Community
Futures, Community Control Framework to multiple
national conferences, funder convenings and political
forums. This guiding framework has been embraced as
a model for multiple pilot programs nationwide.

Community Stabilization
Our immediate goal for a community stabilization
program is to ensure that our residents remain in their
homes as their neighborhoods face the pressures of
gentrification. Our long-term goal is to ensure these
residents are around and supported to lead; they will
participate in, and benefit from new development that
serves their collective needs. Community stabilization
is the foundation of an equitable, community-centered
development plan.

Community-led Planning
Causa Justa :: Just Cause is forging strong coalitions to
build mass movement that can reverse the devastating

impact of gentrification and displacement. We have
been developing an effective community-led planning
program that includes methods for formulating both a
vision and a set of demands that center the presence,
needs, and interests of working class communities of
color as part of our future. We must ensure community
control over the use and management of capital.

“I’ve learned things that I
would have never thought
about before. I was part
of Measure JJ and around
for the Tenant Protection
Ordinance and some
outreach with Causa Justa.
I spoke at a city council
meeting and that was something. I’m more
outspoken now and I was really shy.”
Redana Johnson, CPL Leadership Program

Community Ownership
of Land & Housing
Causa Justa has worked to build the groundwork
to promote alternative housing models that support
healthy, sustainable communities. We are working
with partners to build models that put land and
housing in permanent public or community trust.
Working class communities of color must achieve the
ability to access and direct capital in a way that can
further our community interest.
These decisions are based largely on a profit motive
that contradicts community needs. Institutions that
benefit from housing as a commodity for profit have
created a national housing crisis, where residents
who are facing growing insecurity and where entire
communities are destabilized. We must ensure that
residents, facing the greatest housing instability, can
make decisions about how this land and housing can
be directed to best serve their community needs.

Youth in Power members turn out for SF Pride
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2017: THE POLITICAL MOMENT
Our supporters have come to us searching for direction in this political moment. It is clear that post the presidential
election, we are faced with a much greater force that threatens to tear down racial justice and the diversity of our cities.
Many of us were stunned at the result of the 2016 presidential election. The new executive branch is devastating for
communities of color, immigrants, women, Muslims and LGBTQ. Causa Justa has chosen to restructure our successful
programs to reflect action appropriate to this political moment.
Our restructure builds a stronger Causa Justa :: Just
Cause that can help to fully realize Human Development
and 21st Century Sanctuary Cities.
We’ve combined our programs under two umbrellas:
Community Rights and Housing, Land and
Development.
Community Rights consists of our Black Priorities
Project, Immigrant Rights and Youth In Power programs.
Housing, Land & Development folds our policy
work and the development of member leadership with
our Tenants Rights Clinics and educational trainings.
This new structure allows greater cross-team planning,
collaboration and support. In 2017, our Community Rights
program created a 21st Century Sanctuary Cities document
that guides our work and has been shared and used with
partner organizations, funders and policy makers.

CJJC continues to invest in the community leadership
and strength that we have been diligently building. We
have also strived to quickly fortify the networks we
have fostered to hold and protect our communities.
In 2017, we advanced our vision — one that centers
the presence, needs and interest of working class
communities of color as part of the Bay Area’s future. We
must ensure that our communities not only survive this
political moment, but that our families thrive and emerge
stronger and more resilient.
We will fight together and win locally because the
municipal level is where we have the greatest impact in
improving lives and conditions. We have built a renter
movement in the Bay Area that is as concerned with
racial justice as it is with housing justice and this vision
is reverberating nationally.

Security
Our organization has been threatened with attacks from
the alt-right for the hard work we do to protect Black
and Brown people, to uphold sanctuary cities and to
keep folks in their homes. In order to strengthen CJJC’s
internal infrastructure so that we are secure and effective,
we have been building the leadership and skills of staff
and membership. Twelve CJJC Lead Organizers have
participated in monthly trainings around topics including
fundraising, organizational budget management, and digital
security. Trainings have also been conducted internally
and through Road Map Consulting’s crisis response
“Weathering the Storms Project,” and Jen Soriano’s
Lionswrite. CJJC has also developed a comprehensive
security management plan covering cross-organization
work areas like digital, communications & operations
security, as well as threat scenario planning.

LOCAL STRATEGIC POLICY INTERVENTIONS
Healthy Homes
Causa Justa believes in healthier homes and equitable
communities. How do we get there? Through strategic
policies, partnerships and alliances, communications
and strong base-building. The first prong of our of
CJJC’s Healthy Homes strategy is to stabilize the mass
displacement of working class people of color from our
cities. Causa Justa passed two groundbreaking policy
measures in 2015 & 2016 that impacted the lives
of thousands of renters - families, elders and longtime residents. These measures are being replicated
regionally and nationally.

Regional
Causa Justa :: Just Cause has worked to pass a
replicable neighborhood stabilization policy platform
that became the model for a regional tenant organizing
campaign. In 2017, the Regional Tenant Organizing
coalition supported renter protections wins in San
Jose, a city with one of the most expensive housing
markets, as well as Pacifica, Union City and Mountain
View. These wins happened because of strong and
coordinated tenant organizing efforts in the region.

Local
MEASURE JJ
As a principal organization in the campaign, CJJC
organized across Oakland to help win groundbreaking
Measure JJ in 2016. This measure represented a
significant advance in the fight for tenants’ rights

and healthy housing for low-income communities in
Oakland. Measure JJ strengthened Oakland’s existing
rent control ordinance and expanded Just Cause
eviction laws to 12,000 new households which will
benefit from stronger protections from rent increases
and illegal evictions. CJJC is working to make sure
that Measure JJ is enforced for the thousands of
tenants who come to our Tenants Rights clinic.
RELOCATION FUNDS
In 2017, CJJC won a hard-fought campaign to move
the city of Oakland to support tenants with relocation
funds if they are subject to no-fault evictions. Prior
to this win, Oakland tenants who were evicted when
an owner moves in, received a 60-day notice and
must leave. This ordinance requires landlords to
pay tenant/s $6,500-9,800 if the owner moves in,
depending on the number of bedrooms and if there
are children, disabled people or seniors in the unit.
OMI CAMPAIGN
According to an NBC investigative report, 1 in 4
owner move-ins (OMI) are fake, OMI evictions
spiked more than 200% in the past five years, and
enforcement is rarely enacted. Our counselors along
with our ally housing organizations reported an uptick
in fraudulent and in bad faith OMIs – which have
become an issue across the city of San Francisco
most heavily impacting the Mission and Excelsior
districts and in Oakland. In 2017, CJJC worked with
partner housing rights organizations as part of the

Members Pam Davis (L),
Sherry Hiba (R)

San Francisco Anti-Displacement Coalition and won
amendments to the current OMI law, regulating and
penalizing fraudulent owner move-ins. CJJC waged
a strong and winning campaign to move the city of
Oakland to support tenants with relocation funds
if they are subject to no-fault evictions, making a
difference for renters on both sides of the Bay.
IMMIGRANT RIGHTS CAMPAIGN
We focused on building our coalition work and
alliances, fortifying our interventions around immigrant
protections. We are part of the Alameda County
Immigrant Legal & Education Partnership (ACILEP) —
a formation of community groups and legal service
organizations. We fought for this and won the creation
of ACILEP, modeled after San Francisco Immigrant
Legal & Education Network (SFILEN). Our rapid
response network (along with those of other groups)
ensures the community has access to counsel, along
with Know Your Rights trainings. It integrates with
Alameda County in Defense of Immigrant Rights
(ACUDIR) as a strong formation in the fight to hold the
Oakland Police Dept. accountable for any collaboration
with Immigration and Customs Enforcement cases.
Through our networks, we mobilized community
response to defend several immigrant community
members targeted for detention and deportation by
the Alameda County Sheriff’s Department. In San
Francisco, we continued our work with FREE SF and
SFILEN — networks of legal and service organizations
that aid and support immigrants.
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HOUSING LAND & DEVELOPMENT
Effective policy wins happen when there is meaningful community participation & leadership. Our policy work always
includes the leadership of those who are most impacted by gentrification and displacement.
We believe that voices from the community must be at
the forefront - meeting with local legislators, speaking
in public hearings, talking to neighbors to lead and
define policy outcomes that best serve the community.
Stable housing means healthy communities.
CJJC builds the skills of low-income, immigrant and
working-class communities of color facing housing
evictions. We offer culturally competent Know Your
Rights information and advocacy so that tenants can
understand their rights, build their skills to self-solve
many housing issues with their landlord and find legal
resources. We support our clients in making their own

decisions as they become protagonists in their Right to
Stay. Many came to our clinics to exercise that right.
Over 1,000 tenants accessed our tenants rights clinics in
West and East Oakland and in San Francisco.
Our counselors saw a trend of owner move-in evictions.
Almost 300 renters came into our clinics for help with
this particular issue. All our clients received one-on-one
support from our housing rights counselors and were
equipped with the training and resources necessary to
advocate for habitable housing and against displacement
due to unjust evictions and rent increases.

SANCHEZ-SALAZAR FAMILY

Know Your Rights Workshops
We held 20 Know Your Rights workshops in 2017,
where we trained low-income tenants to advocate for
themselves to address habitability issues like mold,
landlord harassment and other health related housing
issues. The majority of these tenants were dealing
with landlord neglect and health hazards due to mold,
structural issues, cockroach, bed bug and rodent
infestations, lead-based paint and infrastructure deficits
around heating/cooling, electricity and plumbing.
CJJC helps thousands of tenants to stay in their homes.

DERECK ANCELET
In San Francisco, fires are
one of the common ways
that long-term renters get
displaced. The SanchezSalazar family was displaced

after a fire roared through
their Bayview home, where
they have lived since 2007.
It took nearly three years
for the landlord to repair the
apartment — who failed to
tell the tenants when the
unit was ready. The family found out after seeing an ad for the unit. Causa Justa
counselors confirmed the completion of the repairs after contacting the Dept. of
Buildng Inspections (DBI). Both Causa Justa and DBI worked closely to ensure
the Sanchez-Salazar family returned home. Three years after the fire, Trindad
Sanchez, her grandchildren, and her daughter Cindy Salazar got the keys to their
restored apartment. Causa Justa has worked to improve the documentation and
timely repair of fire hazards by bolstering collaboration between agencies to
resolve these issues. “I hope our return inspires the many tenants who have been
displaced by fires,” said Salazar. Although the family received a Costa Hawkins
rent increase notice when they returned, the landlord was forced to negotiate
an affordable rent, thanks to external pressure. The battle isn’t over until Costa
Hawkins is repealed, but the family remains strong in their fight to remain.

Many renters are harassed by their
landlords in an effort to get them
out and bring in a renter willing
and able to pay much more rent.
Derek Ancelet, an Oakland tenant,
came in to our clinic after being
harassed by his landlord. The last
straw for him was after his landlord
tried to raise his parking fee from
$25 per month to $200 per month.
Ancelet, who had been living in
his home by Lake Merritt for 13
years, was extremely stressed out
by the threat, enough so that he
was going to leave the unit and just
play his housing situation by ear
-- essentially making him houseless.
Our counselors worked with him to
push back and wrote a letter stating
that the landlords were clearly harassing him. The tenant is longest-term
tenant living in the building. After receiving the letter, the landlords backed off
and honored the $25 per month parking fee. They also apologized and said they
wouldn’t raise it again. Ancelet cried from joy and relief and thanked us for our
work. “I got lucky. You guys are fantastic. It was a great victory!”

STRONG BASE-BUILDING & MEMBER LEADERSHIP
Our Member Leaders are the solid rock of our organization. Their protagonism drives Causa Justa :: Just Cause toward
long-term economic equality. CJJC has over 2500 members and new members joining every year.
Our members reach out to their neighbors to share
healthy housing education. They provide one-on-one
conversations, educational materials and resources
necessary to advocate for their rights as tenants.
The tenants who came to our clinics and trainings in
2017 were invited to join in further advocacy efforts
to improve housing habitability. Our members also
took to the streets, block-by-block to invite residents
to several forums and town halls. Bay Area residents
came together at these mass events to discuss tenant
protections and measures needed to stop displacement.

Tenant Conventions
CJJC helped organize the first-ever Excelsior Tenant
Convention. We united Black and Brown neighbors
in our dream for a different world. We felt the strong
community presence of folks determined and motivated
to exert their rights and protections as renters.
In 2017, CJJC helped to organize “Renter Power
Convening” with Tenants Together, Homes For
All (National Network), Right to the City Alliance
(RTTC), and Alliance of Californians for Community
Empowerment (ACCE). 400 tenants and housing
rights organizers convened to learn about Costa

Excelsior Renter Convention, Photo by Diana Flores

Hawkins repeal efforts. Costa Hawkins legislation
prohibits certain vital renter protections in California.
We also organized two statewide convenings attended
by local tenant rights organizations including: Los Angeles
Tenants Union, SAJE, a tenant’s right organization in Los
Angeles, ACCE, Regional Tenant Organizing Network
(RTO), North Bay Organizing Project (NBOP) & Alameda
Renters Coalition. These organizations developed deep
solidarity, political unity, and collective power across the
tenants’ rights and housing justice movements.

Community Planning Leaders

Building a strong base.

CJJC builds community leadership that will protect
policies won over time. In 2017, CJJC’s Oakland
residents leaders shared a community governance
model that they helped to create with 20 other national
tenants rights organizations at the CA Homes for All
Trans Local Committee during the Right to the City
National Convening. In 2016, CJJC developed a strategy
for community-led development that centralizes healthy
housing within an equitable development framework.
Our Community Planning Leaders have been meeting
for the last two years, and through our partnership with
PolicyLink, we have developed a living model policy for
community governance.

CJJC HLD Lead Organizer, Leticia Arce at Renter Power
Convention. Photo by Dennis Miller
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COMMUNITY RIGHTS
Black & Brown Unity is the foundation to the development of a broader, multi-racial social movement. Causa Justa :: Just
Cause is creating a context for building real relationships between Latino and Black people, families, and communities. We
create a framework to help build a common agenda, and opportunities for joint action.
In 2017, CJJC restructured our organizing teams to
better align with the needs of the political moment: Our
programs - Youth In Power, Black Priorities Project and
the Immigrant Rights Committee now work together as
a cross-team Community Rights collaboration.
In 2017, Causa Justa’s program teams worked towards
building the foundation for 21st Century Sanctuary
Cities. The Sanctuary concept has been attacked and
targeted by the right wing in this political moment.
Rather than limiting the concept of Sanctuary to
a policy of non-collaboration with ICE, we have
the opportunity to reclaim and reframe Sanctuary,
deepening its meaning as a frontline defense for our
communities and broadening its impact.
Our members have faced the Muslim ban, the decision
to hire 5000 more border patrol and ICE agents during

a general hiring freeze, and the decision to end DACA
and TPS. Our members face increasing state violence
every day through displacement and eviction, as well
as criminalization, incarceration, and the threat of
deportation. During this political moment, we have also
witnessed a resurgence of emboldened xenophobic,
anti-Black, white supremacist vigilantism. Competition is
sown between Black and Brown communities, diverting
blame from those responsible for creating unstable,
unlivable conditions in our neighborhoods.
Our Community Rights teams are leading Causa Justa
through a framework of community defense that
builds from our Human Development framework
as a movement contribution. Community defense is
an immediate necessity for community stabilization,
as well as a long-term process of collectivizing and
reclaiming community safety.

The conditions that we see in our communities are
dire. We are confronting state violence and repression
head on through:
• Leading rapid response networks;
• Facilitating Know Your Rights trainings in housing and
immigrant rights;
• Holding direct actions to protect individuals detained
by ICE and to keep city officials accountable in
protecting immigrant communities;
• Building Black and Brown unity fighting for sanctuary
for all;
• Conducting intergenerational organizing and support
through joint youth town halls with allies that better
position us within a regional landscape reflecting a
growing interest in criminalization work.

Community defense builds from our rights-based services work, orienting people about their rights, understanding rights as both empowering
and limited, and bringing impacted people together to fight to expand our rights and transform society.

Black Priorities Project meeting in our Bayview office.

James Stancil, lead member of the Black Priorities Project, was one of several
folks highlighted in a series of member videos produced by our staff member
Lucas Solorzano. Says Stancil: “I am one of the leaders of the Black Priorities
Project and I’m looking forward to us bringing back a lot of Blacks into the
Oakland/San Francisco area. I see us doing great things.”

YOUTH IN POWER, IMMIGRANT RIGHTS COMMITTEE & BLACK PRIORITIES PROJECT
OUR TEAMS ARE BUILDING A VISION OF
COMMUNITY SAFETY THROUGH:
• Political education that can sustain our membership
of all ages and provide a space to imagine, without
fear, a new society where our communities are in
control of their own destiny.
• The leadership of those most marginalized; we
prioritize the leadership and voices of women of color,
youth, and queer people in our work. We continue
to expand and model feminist practice by keeping
gender justice at the center of radical reimagination of
defense and safety.
• Centering the presence, needs and interest of
communities of color who have experienced state
violence as part of planning and decision-making
processes into the future.

COMMUNITY HEALING:
It is imperative to redefine safety as a collective
process for all, rooted in trust and accountability. Our
teams recognize healing as an essential component
of community defense. People who have experienced
harm, those who have caused harm, and the broader
communities affected, must have access to resources
and support to heal their traumas. Our orientation
towards intra-community violence must be different
from our approach to external threats. Our teams have
begun to meet with community leaders and partners to
investigate models for Economic Solidarity, and building
independent alternative institutions that will move us

towards control of community resources and a stronger
community self-defense strategy.
As we fight against the marginalization of working class
folks, Black and Latino residents and LGBTQ folk, we
must continue to defund policing and incarceration
to prioritize resources that effectively address the
root causes and impacts of economic and social
marginalization. Reducing arrests and incarceration rates
and creating safety nets for marginalized folks and folks
formerly incarcerated are a priority of our sanctuary
cities and community safety.

• Envisioning strong, organized families at the center
of community defense. By investing in the leadership
of whole families, we are able to build up community
power in a lasting, intergenerational way.

Youth member Sofia Esteva was featured in our member video. She stands in front of a mural
commemorating the lives of three youth killed by police including Mike Brown, Alex Nieto and
Trayvon Martin. Sofia traveled to Washington, DC as part of the It Takes Roots caravan. “I’m
fighting for people who don’t have the same opportunities or are not as privileged. Income
should not be a big part of how people see others or the way people are treated.”
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP & ALLIANCES
CJJC works at scales that truly address the crisis because of our local/regional/national partnerships, addressing both
hyper-local issues and alignment on the national level.
CJJC builds strong local partnerships and we
organize regionally
Causa Justa worked as a lead to the Committee to Protect
Oakland Renters in which Measure JJ was approved by
the voters by almost 74 percent. This committee of 11
local partners along with the voters, included:
Asian Pacific Environmental Network, Causa Justa
:: Just Cause, East Bay Alliance for a Sustainable
Economy; East Bay Housing Organizations; East
Bay Asian Youth Center; Oakland Community
Organizations; Oakland Tenants Union; PolicyLink;
SEIU Local 1021; SEIU Local 2015; California Nurses
Association. Other local alliances include: Oakland
United, Refund Coalition, Oakland Citywide Network
and the East Oakland Congress of Neighborhoods.
CJJC is a founder and anchor organization of several
regional collaborations that share tools and resources
to fight the housing crisis as a united front. CJJC’s
Measure JJ tenant protection policy win in Oakland
served as a model for other cities to pass tenant
protection policies. CJJC’s work in the Regional Tenant
Organizing coalition — made up of regional housing
rights organizations helped to inspire others to pass
tenant protection policies in their cities, amplifying and
creating a domino effect of tenant policy organizing
and wins in San Jose, Pacifica, Union City, Santa Rosa,
San Bruno, Richmond, Alameda, Mountain View, and
San Francisco.
CJJC shares our model with cities throughout the
United States through the Right to the City, national
housing alliance.
Causa Justa :: Just Cause’s success in local grassroots
policy work illustrates that we have an important
strategy to ensure healthy housing regionally and
nationwide. CJJC creates local models that inspire
regional, state and national scale healthy housing
policies that ensure racial and economic equity. The
organizing that Causa Justa initiates in the Bay Area in
the next five years can make the difference between
keeping our Black and Brown residents, families and

communities, or losing them. CJJC continues to take
part in leading national movement work reaching for
new scale, growing both our message and member
base through the Homes for All alliance as part of the
Right to the City national alliance.
REGIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
We have carefully chosen to participate in alliances that are
closely aligned with our mission and strategic goals. CJJC
invests in building the leadership within each of these
alliances. Each alliance has gained fast national attention.
Each alliance organization has been able to grow our base
because of the power shared as alliance members.
Some of our immigrant rights regional partners
include: the San Francisco Immigrant Rights Defense
Committee (SFIRDC), ACUDIR, SFILEN, Due Process
and TRUST Act campaigns. Some of our Community
Power Building Alliances include: SF Rising, Oakland
Rising and Bay Rising. CJJC participated in the creation
of a new movement space, Bay Resistance. Bay
Resistance was developed to promote a strategy that
called on and trained newly engaged residents who felt
fed-up with the rising alt-right agenda.
NATIONAL MEDIA REACH
CJJC has worked to extend our media reach as a national
thought leader as part of our strengthened regional and

national approach to protect tenants and ensure stable,
healthy housing for all. Causa Justa ran ten national policy
& base-building pieces, dozens of regional broadcast
stories and over fifty local print pieces in 2017. We have
held space in the Bay Area’s top 5 of media markets in
the last year. A recent example: CJJC’s anti-displacement
work was featured in a video documentary as part of the
KCET, City Rising series in 2017.
MOVEMENT WORK
Alliance building and connection is a key part of our
work. Last year several youth leaders ans staff traveled
to the the Funders Collaborative on Youth Organizing
Convening (FCYO), where the group presented their
work on buildingcommunity defense. In October, youth
leaders and staff traveled to the Grassroots Global
Justice Feminist Organizing School to talk about the
intersectionality of gender & capitalism and gender
justice. In March, as a member of GGJ’s US chapter
of the World March of Women, we added our voices
to honor the historic struggles of women and feminist
movements around the world. And on the historic J20
Day of Action, we sent some staff and youth members to
Washington, DC to participate with GGJ, It Takes Roots,
and Right to the City.
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Jennifer Tilson
Jenny March
Jenny Miner
Jessamyn Sabbag
Jesse Bachrach
Jesse Bradford
Jesse Squires
Jessica Rosenberg
Jessica Warren
Jim Best
Jim Moore
Joan Doyle
Joanna Brownson
Joe Seaver
Johanna Langill
John Cavanagh
John Martin
John Romankiewicz
John and Gina
Gabrielides
Jonah Boyarin
Jonathon Rusch
Jorge Villagran
Jose Arias
Josh Connor
Judith Grether
Judy Helfand
Julie Edwards
Julie Quiroz
Julie Veroff
Justin Chan
Justin Malesheetz
Justin Tomlin
Kai Hofius
Kaitlyn Quackenbush
Kate Cardona
Katherine
Schoellenbach
Kathleen
Montgomery
Kathrin Ivanovic
Kathryn Gilje
Katie Kelly-Hankin
Katie Woodruff
Kelley Dunn
Kenneth Qin
Kenneth Thames
Kim Jennings
Kristin Sebastian

Kruti Patel
Laksh Bhasin
Laralyn Bergstedt
Laura Kurtz
Laura Peskin
Laura Slattery
Laura Slattery and
Lucile Beatty
Lauren Briskin
Lauren Wheeler
Laurence Adelman
Layla Welborn
Lian Mann
Lindsay Imai Hong
Lis Worcester
Lisa Jervis
Lisa Schottenfeld
Lisa Sy
Liz Jackson
Lucy Litvak
Luoi Conde
Lyla Fujiwara
Madeleine Meyer
Mallory Ortberg
Marc MascarenhasSwan
Marc Sapir
Marcia Henry
Margaret Duff
Margaret Renik
Margaret Rossoff
Margo George
Mari Rose Taruc
Maria Guillen
Maria Mejia
Marie Kohler
Mario Yedidia
Mark Foy
Martha Baer
Martha Fischer
Mary Jeys
Mary Richter
Mary Tittmann
Masumi HayashiSmith
Matt Alexander
Maureen Aggeler
Maya Brodkey
Meadow Didier
Meg Prier
Mel Chen

Melissa Restori
Michael Gast
Michaela Ross
Michele Charles
Michelle Foy
Michelle Gonzalez
Mike Campbell
Mike Pyatok
Mike Ziegler
Milo Giovanniello
Mimi Klausner
Miya Yoshitani
MJ Edwards
Molly Momii
Morgan Prentice
Morgan Pulleyblank
Myra Chow
Myriah Cornwell
N’Tanya Lee
Nadia Prupis
Nancy Bent
Nathaniel WarrenWhite
navina khanna
Neha Bazaj
Nicole McKay
Nina Rizzo
Obo Help
P.J. Redmond
Pacita Rudder
Patricia Hom
Paul Franco
Paul Kivel
Peter Straus
Philip O’Brien
Quinn Delaney
Rachel Krow-Boniske
Rachel Marcus
Rachel Mewes
Rachel Strickler
Rebecca Edwards
Rebecca Farmer
Rebecca Holtz
Reed Adam
Renato Almanzor
Richard Cluster
Robert Warner
Roberta Sanjour
Ryan Cole
Sal Alper
Sal Nicolazzo
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Sam Imperatrice
Sandra Witt
Sandy Bacharach
Sandy Weil
Sara Greenwald
Sarah Davis
Sarah Donoghue
Sarah Illing
sarah lightfoot
Sarah Pollak
Sarah Reilly
Sarah Treuhaft
Sasha Vodnik and
Jason Bucy
Sendolo Diaminah
Shahid Buttar
Shandra Luckey
Shane Crary-Ross
Sharon Murray
Sharon Osterweil
Sheila Park
Sheila Tully
Skye Bender-deMoll
Spencer Robins
Stella Wilson-frey
Stephanie Schaudel
Sunnia Gull
SURJ Bay Area
Chapter
SURJ SF Saturday
Dialogues WG
Susan Bassein
Susan Mayer
Susana Leni
Tara Medve
Tessa Rouverol
Callejo
The Redwoods
Theresa Feeley
Tonya Carmien
Tracy Burt
Trish Chapman
Tyger Caygill-Walsh
Vivian Huang
Walter Bell
Wendy Bravo
Whitney Moses
Winston Mann
Yolanda Hippensteele
Zoe Roller
Zoe Westbrook
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Causa Justa staff

Mailing: P.O. Box 7737, Oakland, CA 94601
Oakland Office: 3022 International Blvd. Suite 210 (office) & Suite 205 (clinic), Oakland, CA 94601
510.763.5877 (p) / 510.763.5824 (f)
Mission District, SF: 2301 Mission Street, Suite 201, San Francisco, CA 94110 415.487.9203 (p) / 415.487.9022 (f)
Bayview District, SF: 2145 Keith Street, San Francisco, CA 94124 415.864.8372 (p) / 415.864.8373 (f)
www.cjjc.org / info@cjjc.org
causajusta

@causajusta1

causa_justa

